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A thermodynamic model for solid-state amorphization~SSA! at interfaces and grain boundaries in binary
systems has been proposed. It has been demonstrated that the energy of a crystalline-amorphous interface is, in
general, lower than the energy of a crystalline-crystalline interface. This effect provides the driving force for
SSA, as long as the amorphous product layer is not too thick. The model has been applied to several binary
crystalline-crystalline systems and binary crystalline-amorphous systems to predict whether or not interface
and/or grain boundary amorphization can occur and to calculate the maximum thickness of the amorphous
layer. The results obtained agree with experimental data reported in the literature.@S0163-1829~96!05838-9#

I. INTRODUCTION

At the interface of certain crystalline binary metal-metal
(A-B) systems an amorphous phase can form by interdiffu-
sion. Since the initial discovery of this solid-state amorphiza-
tion ~SSA!1 the list of binary metal-metal diffusion couples
exhibiting this type of reaction numbers in the dozens. Usu-
ally such diffusion couples are composed of an early transi-
tion metal and a late transition metal~e.g., Ni-Ti, Ni-Zr! or
of a metal and~amorphous! Si.2 SSA is of great technologi-
cal interest because of its potential application to produce
amorphous bulk products and coatings of metallic amor-
phous phases~for example, useful as diffusion barriers!. Also
SSA may occur as an ageing-induced artifact in semiconduc-
tor devices.

Although research on SSA is focused usually on amor-
phization along the original interface between the two parent
crystalline phases, it was recently shown that grain bound-
aries in one of the crystalline phases~A orB!, in contact with
the (A/B) interface, provide sites where amorphization can
occur, in addition to amorphization at the interface.3,4 Grain
boundaries in crystalline solids provide trajectories along
which diffusion takes place usually much faster than in the
bulk of the crystals. In as far as diffusion plays a rate limiting
role in the SSA process, it may thus be expected that the
amorphous phase also grows at the grain boundaries within
the sublayers of the parent crystalline phases. Also, in as far
as the initiation of SSA is a nucleation controlled process, it
may be expected that an amorphous phase can be nucleated
preferentially at the junction of the interface and the grain
boundary. Until now grain-boundary amorphization has been
reported for a few systems only: Ni-Ti,3,4 Ni-Zr,5 Cu-Y,6 and
Ti-Si.7

From a scientific point of view, research on SSA may
provide insight into the thermodynamics and the kinetics of
the formation of metastable phases. Originally, two condi-
tions for SSA to occur, have been indicated:1 there should be
a thermodynamic driving force~negative Gibbs free energy
of mixing of A andB! and the formation of the more stable

crystalline intermetallic compound should be kinetically hin-
dered.

A thermodynamic analysis of SSA involves comparison
of the volume~bulk! Gibbs free energies of the amorphous
product phase and the parent crystalline phases, and of the
associated interfacial energies; cf. wetting and premelting
phenomena of grain boundaries and surfaces.8 In general an
interface between a crystalline and an amorphous phase has a
lower energy than an interface between two crystalline
phases~as will be shown in Sec. IV!. Therefore, it can be
anticipated that in the initial stage of SSA, the change in
interface energy can provide a contribution to the driving
force for SSA, that can be large as compared to the mixing
energy. This change in nature of the interface is also the
reason why, on a crystalline substrate, a thin amorphous
layer can be more stable than a thin crystalline layer~see
Sec. IV!.

Until now only a very crude estimate of the average in-
terfacial energy between two metals has been used in an
approximation for the Gibbs free energy change upon
amorphization.9,10 In this paper a material composition de-
pendent expression for the interface energies will be applied
on the basis of the Miedema model.11 The Miedema model
can be used beneficially also because for almost all metals
the relevant thermodynamic data are available~see, e.g., Ref.
11!.

The thermodynamic model proposed in this paper~Secs.
II and III! describes the Gibbs free energy effects of interface
SSA and grain-boundary SSA and leads to the criteria for the
occurrence of these processes. The model can be applied
easily and successfully to binary systems, as is illustrated by
comparison with experimental results on SSA published pre-
viously ~Secs. VI and VII!.

II. SOLID-STATE AMORPHIZATION AT INTERFACES

In the following study of the thermodynamics of SSA a
symmetric diffusion couple is taken~see Fig. 1!. Such a dif-
fusion couple can be considered as the representative unit
cell of a multilayer~most of the research about SSA is per-
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formed with multilayers!, but the treatment to be presented
here is applicable to all binary diffusion couples. A sche-
matic drawing of a binaryA-B multilayer before and after
interface amorphization is given in Fig. 1. The driving force
of interface SSA is provided by the difference of the Gibbs
free energy after amorphization and the Gibbs free energy
before amorphization. For simplicity it is assumed in the
calculations that the composition of the amorphous phase is
constant throughout the amorphous layer; this assumption
does not affect the conclusions in an essential way. In this
paper the following convention is applied:^x& refers to the
solid crystalline phasex; $x% denotes the amorphous phasex;
g indicates the interface energy with a subscript that refers to
the type of interface.

The thermodynamics of interface amorphization will be
described for a unit cell of volume (DA1DB) unit area as
defined in Fig. 1, whereDA and DB are the initial layer
thicknesses of the crystalline phases^A& and ^B&, respec-
tively. Before amorphization the unit cell consists of two
crystalline phases with two interfaces~^A&2^B& interfaces!.
Hence, the total Gibbs free energy of the unit cell before
amorphization (Gi) consists of contributions of the Gibbs
free energy of crystallineA ~G^A& per moleA!, the Gibbs
free energy of crystallineB ~G^B& per moleB! and the inter-
face energy of thêA&2^B& interfaces~g^A&2^B& per unit
surface!:

Gi5DA

G^A&

VA
1DB

G^B&

VB
12g^A&2^B& , ~1!

whereVA andVB are the molar volumes of̂A& and ^B&,
respectively. After interface amorphization the unit cell con-
tains two crystalline phases, one amorphous phase, two^A&
2$AB% interfaces and twôB&2$AB% interfaces. The total
thicknesses of the amorphous layers grown in layerA and
layer B, are denoted byD AB

A and D AB
B , respectively. The

total Gibbs free energy of the unit cell after amorphization
(Ge) is given by

Ge5~DA2DAB
A !

G^A&

VA
1~DB2DAB

B !
G^B&

VB
1~DAB

A 1DAB
B !

3
G$AB%

VAB
12g^A&2$AB%12g^B&2$AB% , ~2a!

whereG$AB% is the molar Gibbs free energy of the amor-
phous phase. For the present calculations it can be assumed
that the molar volume of an amorphous phase is similar to
the molar volume of a crystalline phase with the same com-
position (V$AB%>V^AB&[VAB). Defining DG $AB%

f as the
Gibbs free energy of formation of$AB%, i.e., as the differ-
ence of the Gibbs free energy of the amorphous alloy$AB%
and the sum of the Gibbs free energies of the amounts of the
crystalline phaseŝA& and ^B& involved in $AB% formation
~DG $AB%

f [G$AB%2cG^A&2(12c)G^B& , wherec denotes the
mole fraction ofA in $AB%!, Eq. ~2a! can be rewritten as~cf.
the Appendix!

Ge5DA

G^A&

VA
1DB

G^B&

VB
12DAB

DG$AB%
f

VAB
12g^A&2$AB%

12g^B&2$AB% ~2b!

whereDAB5 1
2D AB

A 1 1
2D AB

B ~cf. Fig. 1!. Hence the driving
force for interface SSA~DGiSSA! can be given as

DGiSSA[Ge2Gi

52DAB

DG$AB%
f

VAB
12g^A&2$AB%

12g^B&2$AB%22g^A&2^B& . ~3a!

If a crystalline solid solution~CSS! is formed at the inter-
face, instead of an amorphous solid solution~SSA!, a similar
expression for the associated driving force results:

DGiCSS[Ge2Gi

52DAB

DG^AB&
f

VAB
12g^A&2^AB&

12g^B&2^AB&22g^A&2^B& . ~3b!

Next expressions for the energiesDG $AB%
f , DG ^AB&

f ,
g^A&2^B& , g^A&2^AB& , g^A&2$AB% andg^A&2$B% , will be derived.

A. Volume Gibbs free energy of formation for the amorphous
solid solution „DG

ˆAB‰
f

… and for the crystalline solid
solution „DG

ŠAB‹
f

…

DG $AB%
f and DG ^AB&

f are the net Gibbs free energies
needed for the formation of the reactively mixed phases
{ AcB12c} and ^AcB12c& from two separated crystalline
phaseŝA& and^B&, where the subscriptc has been added to
indicate the composition~c5mole fractionA!. An amor-
phous phase is thought to be produced from two crystalline
elemental phases in two steps:~i! melting of the crystalline
phases below the normal melting temperature, assuming that
an amorphous phase can be described as an undercooled liq-
uid, and~ii ! mixing of the molten phases. Thus,DG $AB%

f as a
function of compositionc and temperatureT can be given as

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of anA-B multilayer before and
after amorphization at theA/B interface. The symbol̂ & refers to
the crystalline phase and the symbol$ % refers to the amorphous
phase.DA and DB are the initial thicknesses of the crystalline
phaseŝA& and^B&, respectively. The total thicknesses of the amor-
phous layers grown in layerA and layerB, are denoted byD AB

A and
D AB

B , respectively. The thermodynamics of interface amorphization
are calculated for a unit cell of lateral area of 10310 nm2 and with
a height equal to the sum ofDA ~510 nm! andDB ~510 nm!.
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DG$AB%
f ~c,T!5Gmelt~c,T!1Gmix~c,T!, ~4a!

whereGmelt(c,T) is the Gibbs free energy needed to melt the
two crystalline phases andGmix(c,T) is the energy needed to
mix the two molten phases. For binary~transition! metal-
metal systemsGmelt(c,T) is positive, forT,Tm , and for
most of these systemsGmix(c,T) is negative.

A good estimate ofGmelt(c,T) is given by~cf. Ref. 12!:

Gmelt~c,T!5cGA
melt~T!1~12c!GB

melt~T!

5cHA
fuse

Tm
A2T

Tm
A 1~12c!HB

fuse
Tm
B2T

Tm
B ,

~4b!

whereTm
A andTm

B are the melt temperatures of the crystal-
line phaseŝA& and^B&, respectively, and where it has been
assumed that the melting~or fusion! enthalpies,HA

fuse and
HB
fuse, respectively, are constant in the temperature range

considered.
To form a crystalline solid solution, no melting of the

crystalline phases is necessary. ThusDG ^AB&
f as a function of

c andT is

DG^AB&
f ~c,T!5Gmix~c,T!. ~4c!

Note that theGmix in Eq. ~4c! is different from that in Eq.
~4a! @see Eqs.~5a! and ~5b!#.

The enthalpy of mixing was estimated using the method
of Miedema.11 The entropy of mixing is taken as the con-
figurational entropy. As a result the energy of mixing be-
comes

Gmix~c,T!5cFB
A~c!DHA in B

interface2TDSconf, ~4d!

whereDHA in B
interfaceis the enthalpy change upon solution of one

mole ofA in an infinitely large reservoir ofB andDSconf is
the change in configurational entropy.F B

A(c) is the degree to
which A atoms are surrounded byB atoms; it is dependent
on the degree of order in the system. In liquid solutions and
solid solutions, with randomly distributed atoms, this param-
eter reads

FB
A5CB

s ~c![
~12c!VB

2/3

cVA
2/31~12c!VB

2/3 ~5a!

whereCB
s (c) is the surface fraction ofB atoms, i.e., the sum

of all surfaces of atomsB divided by the sum of all surfaces
of atomsA andB. For amorphous alloys~undercooled liquid
solutions! it has been shown thatF B

A(c) can be well esti-
mated by13

FB
A~c!5CB

S@115~CA
SCB

S!2# ~5b!

implying some short-range ordering in the amorphous alloy.
For DSconf the expression for the randomly mixed alloy is
adopted:

DSconf52R@c ln~c!1~12c!ln~12c!# ~5c!

although it is realized that the use of this expression is not
fully correct if some short-range ordering occurs.

B. Energy of a solid-solid interface

The energy of a grain boundary, i.e., an^A&2^A& inter-
face,g gb

A , is taken as13 of the surface energy, which is an
average value for a high angle grain boundary14,15

ggb
A 5 1

3g^A& , ~6!

whereg^A& denotes the surface energy of^A& ~i.e., the energy
of an interface between̂A& and vacuum!. An atom in the
surface is partially surrounded by vacuum, whereas an atom
in the bulk is fully surrounded by other atoms. The surface
energy can be attributed to this partial contact with the
vacuum. Then, since an evaporated atom is an atom fully in
contact with vacuum, the surface energy atT50 K can be
estimated by the enthalpy for evaporation of one mole atoms
divided by the atomic surfaces of one mole atoms:

g^A&
T505

HA
vap

C0VA
2/3, ~7a!

where C0 is a constant depending on the shape of the
Wigner-Seitz cell of theA atoms and can be taken, on aver-
age, as'4.53108 ~Ref. 15!. An empirical expression for the
surface energy, including a temperature dependent entropy
effect, is given by17

g^A&~T1!5
~g^A&VA

2/3!T501bAT1
~VA

2/3!T5T1
, ~7b!

wherebA is a material dependent constant. This expression
will be used in the numerical calculations of Secs. VI and
VII.

The energy of an interface between a solid phaseA and a
solid phaseB contains two contributions,15 one is related to
the chemical interaction ofA andB at the interface and the
other is related to the strain due to the mismatch at the inter-
face between the two lattices:

g^A&2^B&5g^A&2^B&
interaction1g^A&2^B&

mismatch. ~8a!

The interaction energy can be estimated as follows. If the
A atoms would be fully surrounded byB atoms, the enthalpy
increase would beDHA in B

interfaceper mole^A& atoms in an infi-
nitely diluted system@see below Eq.~4d!#. In the interface
only a fractionp of the surface of theA atoms in the inter-
face is in contact withB atoms. Thus the enthalpy increase
due to the interaction at the interface is taken as
pDHA in B

interfaceper mole^A& atoms in the interface. In the fol-
lowing, the corresponding contribution of the interaction to
the interface energy is equal to this interface enthalpy per
unit area which is obtained from the enthalpy increase per
mole ^A& atoms in the interface divided by the area that is
occupied by this one moleA atoms in the interface,15 and
thus @cf. Eq. ~7a!#

g^A&2^B&
interaction5

pDHA in B
interface

pC0VA
2/3 5

DHA in B
interface

C0VA
2/3 . ~8b!

A similar reasoning can be applied with respect to theB
atoms in the interface. This leads to the following expression
for the contribution to the interface energy due to interaction:
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g^A&2^B&
interaction5

DHB in A
interface

C0VB
2/3 . ~8c!

As both expressions@Eqs. ~8b! and ~8c!# should yield the
same result, it follows that

DHA in B
interface

VA
2/3 5

DHB in A
interface

VB
2/3 . ~9!

According to Ref. 15 the contribution to the interface energy
due to mismatch is estimated by

g^A&2^B&
mismatch5

1

3 S g^A&1g^B&

2 D , ~8d!

whereg^A& andg^B& denote the surface energies of^A& and
^B& in contact with vacuum, respectively@cf. Eq. ~7!#.

Thus the energy of an̂A&2^B& interface is given by

g^A&2^B&5g^A&2^B&
mismatch1g^A&2^B&

interaction

5
1

3 S g^A&1g^B&

2 D1
DHA in B

interface

C0VA
2/3 . ~8e!

Similar to Eq.~8e!, the energy of an interface between a
solid phasêA& and a mixed solid phasêAB& can be given
as @see also below Eq.~4d!#:

g^A&2^B&5
1

3 S g^A&1g^AB&

2 D1
FB
ADHA in B

interface

C0VA
2/3 . ~10!

An expression for the surface energy of a solid phase
^AB&, g^AB& , is derived here as follows. If a crystal of
AcB12c is fractured, a new surface is created. The energy
increase of the system can be attributed to the new surface
and is the consequence of the bonds broken across the new
surface. Initially there are four types of bonds across the
surface:A-A, B-B, A-B, andB-A bonds. The surface frac-
tions of A andB atoms are, respectively,CA

s andCB
s . The

fraction of the surface area that is occupied before fracture
by a particular bond is given by the product of the surface
fractions of the two atoms involved in the kind of bond con-
sidered~e.g., the surface fraction ofA-A bonds is [CA

s ] 2!.
After fracture, the atoms of the interface are in contact with
vacuum, and their contribution tog^AB& corresponds with
g^A& andg^B& for atomsA andB in the surfaces; breakage of
theA-B andB-A bonds leads to an additional contribution to
the surface energy, equal to

2
DHA in B

interface

C0VA
2/3 52

DHB in A
interface

C0VB
2/3

@see Eqs.~8b!, ~8c!, and~9!# for A-B bonds. Hence, realizing
that upon fracture, two units of interface area are created
from one unit area of the section along which fracture pro-
ceeded, it follows forg^AB& that

2g^AB&52g^A&~CA
s !212g^B&~CB

s !212CA
sCB

s

3S g^A&1g^B&2
DHA in B

interface

C0VA
2/3 2

DHB in A
interface

C0VB
2/3 D

~11a!

which, using Eq.~9!, becomes

g^AB&5CA
sg^A&1CB

sg^B&2CA
sCB

s
DHA in B

interface

C0VA
2/3 . ~11b!

The first two terms at the right-hand side of Eq.~11a!
comprise the energy contribution of the^A&-vacuum and
^B&-vacuum interfaces resulting fromA-A andB-B bonds in
the original crystal. The last terms provide the energy con-
tribution of ^A&-vacuum and̂ B&-vacuum interfaces result-
ing fromA-B andB-A bonds in the original crystal, thereby
taking into account the loss of interaction of theseA andB
atoms.

C. Energy of a solid-amorphous or solid-liquid interface

Establishing contact between an infinitely large body of a
crystalline phase, with onlŷA&-^A& bonds, and an infinitely
large body of an amorphous or liquid phase, with only$A%-
$A% bonds, creates an interface across which^A&-$A% bonds
occur. This is associated with an energy increase of the sys-
tem which is defined as the interface energy. The interface
energy consists of an enthalpy contribution and an entropy
contribution. It will be assumed that the enthalpy contribu-
tion arises from the solid phase at the interface and that the
entropy contribution arises from the liquid or amorphous
phase at the interface.15,16

The enthalpy of the interface is associated with the newly
formed^A&-$A% bonds. Assuming that thêA&-$A% bonding
is rather a liquid bonding than a crystal bonding,16 the en-
thalpy of the interface scales withHA

fuse. The scaling factorp
is assumed to be the fraction of the surface of the atom^A&
at the interface that makes contact with the amorphous phase
$A% at the interface.15 The interface enthalpy is thus esti-
mated bypHA

fuse per mole atomŝA& at the interface. The
interface enthalpy per unit area is the energy per mole^A&
atoms in the interface divided by the area that is occupied by
this one molêA& atoms in the interface15 @cf. Eq. ~8b!#, i.e.,

g^A&-$A%
enthalpy5

pHA
fuse

pC0VA
2/35

HA
fuse

C0VA
2/3. ~12a!

The entropy contribution to the interface energy can be
estimated using a structural model for the^A&-$A% interface
constructed by Spaepenet al.17 Assuming that the vibra-
tional entropy does not change in the crystalline phase nor in
the liquid phase by introducing an interface, only the change
of configurational entropy upon interface creation has to be
considered. It is assumed that the configurational entropy of
the solid does not change~see above!. At the interface the
configurational entropy of the liquid is lowered~by the or-
dering effect due to the nearby crystalline solid!. This corre-
sponds with an energy increase: the entropy contribution to
the interface energy. Only the first two atomic layers of the
liquid phase at the interface have a configurational entropy
significantly lower than that of the bulk liquid phase. This
difference in entropy is calculated to be 0.904k ~k
5Boltzmann’s constant! per atom of the first layer of the
liquid phase at the interface.17 As there is 3

4 atom of the
liquid phase at the interface per atom of the solid phase at the
interface,17 the entropy difference per mole atoms of the
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solid phase at the interface becomes:3430.904k
3NA50.678R in J K21 mol21, where NA5Avogadro’s
number andR5NAk is the gas constant. Thus the entropy
contribution to the interface energy per unit area interface
@see above Eq.~12a!#, with p5 1

3 ~Ref. 15! is

g^A&-$A%
entropy5

0.678R

pC0VA
2/3 T5

1.9RT

C0VA
2/3. ~12b!

Thus the interface energy as obtained by summing Eqs.~12a!
and ~12b! becomes

g^A&-$A%5g^A&-$A%
enthalpy1g^A&-$A%

entropy5
HA
fuse11.9RT

C0VA
2/3 . ~12c!

Now considering an̂A&-$AB% interface, three contribu-
tions to the interface energy can be recognized:11,15

g^A&-$AB%5g^A&-$AB%
enthalpy 1g^A&-$AB%

entropy 1g^A&-$AB%
interaction. ~13a!

The enthalpy contribution to the interface energy arises from
the solid phasêA& at the interface and is estimated accord-
ing to Eq. ~12a!. The entropy contribution to the interface
energy arises from the liquid phase$AB% at the interface and
is taken according to Eq.~12b!, with the substitution ofVA
by VAB . The interaction energy of^A&-$AB% is @cf. Eq.~10!#

g^A&-$AB%
interaction5

FB
ADHA in B

interface

C0VA
2/3 . ~13b!

Thus the interface energy of an^A&-$AB% interface becomes

g^A&-$AB%5
HA
fuse1FB

ADHA in B
interface

C0VA
2/3 1

1.9RT

C0VAB
2/3 . ~13c!

III. SOLID-STATE AMORPHIZATION
AT GRAIN BOUNDARIES

The sublayers of a crystalline multilayer normally consist
of small crystals with lateral dimensions of the same order as
the layer thickness. Consequently, in such a thin layer a lot
of grain boundaries perpendicular to the interface exist. A
schematic drawing of a binaryA-B multilayer before and
after occurrence of both interface and grain-boundary amor-
phization in theA sublayer is given in Fig. 2. Four situations
are sketched:~I! the initial situation, before SSA has oc-
curred; ~II ! after only interface SSA;~III ! after only grain-
boundary SSA, and~IV ! after both interface SSA and grain-
boundary SSA.

The thermodynamics of SSA will be described for cases
II, III, and IV for a unit cell of volumeDADA(DA1DB), as
defined in Fig. 2; the grains in layer^A& are taken as cubes
with edgesDA ~DA andDB are the initial layer thicknesses of
^A& and^B&, respectively!. Because SSA along grain bound-
aries in^B& is taken not to occur and the presence of grain
boundaries has little influence on interface SSA@as will be
shown in Sec. V; see, for example Fig. 3~c! versus Fig. 3~d!#,
the energy effect of grain boundaries in^B& can be ignored
in the following treatment.

The total Gibbs free energy of the unit cell before amor-
phization~situation I in Fig. 2!, Gi , is given by@cf. Eq. ~1!#

Gi5DA
3
G^A&

VA
1DA

2DB

G^B&

VB
12g^A&-^B&DA

212ggb
A DA

2.

~14!

FIG. 2. Schematic drawing of anA-B multilayer with grain boundaries in theA sublayer perpendicular to the interface before and after
amorphization.~I!: the initial situation.~II !: the situation after amorphization only at theA/B interface.~III !: the situation after only
grain-boundary amorphization in̂A&. ~IV !: the situation after bothA/B interface and grain-boundary amorphization in^A&. DA andDB are
the initial thicknesses of the crystalline phases^A& and^B&. DAB andDgb are the thicknesses of the amorphous phases along the interface
and along the grain boundary, respectively. The thermodynamics of interface amorphization are calculated for a unit cell of lateral area of
10310 nm2 and with a height equal to the sum ofDA ~510 nm! andDB ~510 nm!.
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The total Gibbs free energy of the unit cell after interface
amorphization~situation II in Fig. 2!, Ge

II reads,@cf. Eq. ~2!#

Ge
II5DA

3
G^A&

VA
1DA

2DB

G^B&

VB
12DAB

A DA
2
G$AB%

f

VAB

12DA
2g^A&-$AB%12DA

2g^B&-$AB%

12~DA2DAB
A !DAggb

A , ~15!

whereD AB
A is the thickness of the amorphous layer grown in

the original layerA ~cf. Fig. 1!. The total Gibbs free energy
of the unit cell after only grain-boundary amorphization
~situation III in Fig. 2!, Ge

III , is given by

Ge
III 5DA

3
G^A&

VA
1DA

2DB

G^B&

VB
12DADgb~DA2 1

2Dgb!

3
G$AB%

f

VAB
12~DA2Dgb!

2g^A&-^B&

12@2Dgb~DA2Dgb!#g^B&-$AB%

14DA~DA2Dgb!g^A&-$AB% , ~16!

whereDgb is the layer thickness of the amorphous phase at
the grain boundary in layerA ~Fig. 2!. The total Gibbs free
energy of the unit cell after both interface SSA and grain-
boundary SSA~situation IV in Fig. 2!, Ge

IV, is given by

FIG. 3. Results of the thermodynamic model for solid-state amorphization~SSA! in the Ni-Ti system at 525 K for a unit cell of lateral
area of 10310 nm2 and with a height equal to the sum ofDA ~510 nm! andDB ~510 nm! ~see Figs. 1 and 2!. ~a! The interface energies
as a function of the Ni concentration in the amorphous phase. The ordinate on the left-hand side gives the total energy of an interface in the
unit cell; the ordinate on the right-hand side gives the interface energy per unit area.~b! The Gibbs free energy of formation of the
amorphous phase at the interface and of the corresponding crystalline solid solution, as given by Eqs.~4a! and~4c!. ~c! The negative of the
driving force (DGi) for the formation and one atom thick amorphous layer~DAB52.1 Å! and the formation of a one atom thick crystalline
solid solution layer at the interface.~d! The negative of the driving force (DGi) for amorphization occurring in the three situations depicted
in Fig. 2: ~II ! only interface amorphization, as a function of the Ni concentration in the amorphous phase at the interface;~III ! only
grain-boundary amorphization in the Ni layer, as a function of the Ni concentration in the amorphous phase at the grain-boundary;~IV ! both
interface and grain-boundary amorphization, as a function of the Ni concentration in the amorphous phase at the interface. In situation~IV !
the Ni concentration in the amorphous phase at the grain boundary is'1. ~e! similar to ~d! but now applied to SSA in the Ti layer.
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Ge
IV5DA

3
G^A&

VA
1DA

2DB

G^B&

VB
12DABDA

2
G$AB% i

f

VAB

1~2DA2Dgb!~DA2DAB
A !Dgb

G$AB%gb
f

VAB

12~DA2Dgb!
2g^A&-$AB% i14~DA2Dgb!

3~DA2DAB
A !g^A&-$AB%gb12DA

2g^B&-$AB% i , ~17!

where the subscripti refers to the amorphous phase at the
interface and the subscriptgb refers to the amorphous phase
at the grain boundary in layerA.

The thermodynamic model given in Secs. II and III ap-
plies to initially crystalline binary~metal! systems. Consid-
erations of two phaseA-B systems where initially one phase
is crystalline (̂A&) and one phase is amorphous ($B%), can
be of interest~see Sec. VI!. By changing the subscript^B& in
Eqs.~1!–~3! and~14!–~17! into the subscript$B%, the model
given describes a crystalline-amorphous binary system as
well. Then the only energy term for which no expression has
been derived yet, is the interface energyg$B%-$AB% . An esti-
mation can be made with reference to the discussion in Sec.
II, on the interface energyg^A&-$AB% . The enthalpy and en-
tropy contributions considered there are obviously nil for the
case considered here. Hence the interface energyg$B%-$AB% is
only due to chemical to interaction:

g$B%-$AB%5FA
B

DHB in A
interfcace

C0VB
2/3 5FA

B
DHA in B

interfcace

C0VA
2/3 , ~18!

where Eq.~9! has been applied. Further as the initialB layer
is amorphous instead of crystalline, the Gibbs free energy of
formation (DG $AB%

f ) as given in Eqs.~4a!–~4d! has to be
changed. This is achieved by takingHB

fuse50 in Eq. ~4b!.

IV. COMPARISON OF SURFACE AND INTERFACE
ENERGIES OF CRYSTALLINE AND AMORPHOUS

PHASES; MAXIMUM THICKNESS
OF THE AMORPHOUS LAYER

A. Surface and interface energies

Clearly the interface energies play an important role in the
competition between the formations of a crystalline solid so-
lution and an amorphous solid solution@see Eqs.~3!, ~14!–
~17!#. If a crystalline solid solution is formed, two
crystalline-crystalline interfaces, i.e.,^A&-^AB& and ^B&-
^AB&, are created. If an amorphous phase is formed, two
crystalline-amorphous interfaces are created, i.e.,^A&-$AB%
and ^B&-$AB%. It will be shown below that in general the
crystalline-amorphous interface is energetically more favor-
able. First the surface energies of the corresponding crystal-
line and amorphous phases are compared. Next the parent
^A&-product~^AB& or $AB%! interface energies will be com-
pared.

The surface enthalpy of the crystalline phase can be ex-
pressed by Eq.~7a!. Analogously, the surface enthalpy of the
liquid ~amorphous! phase can be expressed by

g$A%
T505

HA
vap2HA

fuse

C0VA
2/3 . ~19!

A comparison of Eqs.~7a! and ~19! shows that of course
the surface enthalpy of an amorphous phase is lower than the
surface enthalpy of a crystalline phase. According to Ref. 15,
the entropy contributions to the surface energy are about
equal for the crystalline phase and the amorphous phase:

g^A&
entropy'g$A%

entropy52
RT

C0VA
2/3. ~20!

Hence, the surface energy of an amorphous phase is lower
than the surface energy of a crystalline phase. Obviously the
bulk Gibbs free energy of the amorphous phase, belowTmelt,
is larger than the bulk Gibbs free energy of the crystalline
phase. It can be concluded that a thin, free standing amor-
phous layer can be more stable than the corresponding crys-
talline layer as long as the difference between the bulk Gibbs
free energies of the amorphous and crystalline layers is
smaller than the negative of the difference between the sur-
face energies of the amorphous and crystalline layers.

The energy of a crystalline-crystalline interface is given
by Eq. ~10! and the energy of a crystalline-amorphous inter-
face is given by Eq.~13c!. Since the interaction-energy terms
in Eqs.~10! and~13c! are the same, they can be ignored in a
comparison of the interface energies concerned. Thus two
expressions for correspondingly reduced interface energies
can be defined~denoted by an asterisk!. Additionally using
Eq. ~11b! it then follows from Eq.~10! for the crystalline-
crystalline interface:

g^A&-^AB&
* 5

1

6 S g^A&1CA
sg^A&1CB

sg^B&2CA
sCB

s
DHA in B

interface

C0VA
2/3 D

~21!

and from Eq.~13c! it follows directly

g^A&-$AB%
* 5

HA
fuse

C0VA
2/31

1.9RT

C0VAB
2/3 . ~22!

A lower limit for g^A&-^AB&
* can be obtained as follows.

The fourth term on the right-hand side of Eq.~21! is, for all
systems in which SSA occurs, positive and small as com-
pared to the sum of the other three terms. Therefore, it holds
for a lower limit for g^A&-^AB&

* @using Eq.~7a! for g^A& and a
similar expression forg^B&#:

g^A&-^AB&
* , lower limit5 1

6 ~g^A&1CA
sg^A&1CB

sg^B&!

5
1

6 S HA
vap

C0VA
2/31CA

s
HA
vap

C0VA
2/31CB

s
HB
vap

C0VB
2/3D .

~23!

Recognizing thatH fuse, 1
12H

vap ~Ref. 14!, it follows from Eq.
~23! that a lower limit forg^A&-^AB& can be assessed from
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g^A&-^AB&
* , lower limit5

2HA
fuse

C0VA
2/31CA

s
2HA

fuse

C0VA
2/31CB

s
2HB

fuse

C0VB
2/3. ~24!

As all known SSA processes take place below 800 K, the
second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~22! is smaller than
or at most of the same order as the first term on the right-
hand side of Eq.~22! ~for A5La this is only true below 600
K!. Therefore an upper limit forg^A&-$AB%

* can be assessed
from

g^A&-$AB%
* , upper limit5

2HA
fuse

C0VA
2/3. ~25!

From Eqs.~24! and ~25! it can be concluded that the
upper limit for g^A&-$AB%

* is always smaller than the lower
limit for g^A&-^AB&

* . Hence, the crystalline-amorphous inter-
face has a lower energy than the crystalline-crystalline inter-
face. Therefore, it can be concluded that also a product amor-
phous layer sandwiched between parent crystalline layers

can be more stable than the corresponding crystalline layer,
as long as the difference between the bulk Gibbs free ener-
gies of the amorphous and the corresponding crystalline
product layer is smaller than the negative of the difference
between the energies of the amorphous-crystalline interface
and the crystalline-crystalline interface.

It should be realized that the discussion in this section
implies that an amorphous solid solution, instead of a crys-
talline solid-solution product layer develops because it is
more stable thermodynamically, rather than that a kinetic
condition~Ref. 1! is invoked to explain the occurrence of an
amorphous phase.

B. Maximum thickness of the amorphous phase

The treatment above directly suggests the calculation of a
maximum thickness for an amorphous layer. It follows
straightforwardly for the maximum thicknessDAB

max of an
amorphous product layer$AB% between crystalline parent
layers:

DAB
max5

( interface energies for crystalline product layer2( interface energies for amorphous product layer

G$AB%2G^AB&

VAB
~26!

In the special case of a pure, free standing metal layer, Eq.
~26! reduces to a simple expression forDA

max ~in vacuum!.
The difference between the surface energies involved is ac-
cording to Eqs.~7a!, ~19!, and~20!

(~surface energy of̂ A&!2(~surface energy of$A%!

52~g^A&2g$A%!52
HA
fuse

C0VA
2/3. ~27!

Substituting Eq.~27! in Eq. ~26! and taking HA
fuse@(Tm

A

2T)/Tm
A # for G$A%2G^A& @cf. Eq. ~4b!#, gives

DA
max~ in vacuum!5

2HA
fuse/C0VA

2/3

~G$A%2G^A&!/VA

5
2HA

fuse/C0VA
2/3

HA
fuse@~Tm

A2T!/Tm
A #/VA

5
2VA

1/3

C0

Tm
A

Tm
A2T

. ~28!

A case of larger interest for practice involves the analo-
gous calculation of the maximum thickness of an amorphous

TABLE I. Values of parameters used in the calculations.VA is the molar volume of pure crystalline solid
A ~Ref. 14!; HA

fuse is the enthalpy of fusion~Ref. 14!; DHA in B
interfaceis the enthalpy change upon solution of one

moleA in an infinitive large reservoir ofB ~Ref. 14!; Tm
A is the melting temperature ofA ~Ref. 14! andbA

is a factor reflecting entropy change as defined in Eq.~7b! ~Ref. 15!.

Parameter→
↓ elementA

VA

~1026 m3!
HA
fuse

~kJ/mol!
DHA in B

interface

~kJ/mol!
Tm
A

~K!
(gVA

2/3)T50

~1023 J/mol!
bA

~1027 J/K!

Ni 6.6 17.48
A5Ni, B5Ti

2126
1726 0.75 20.47

Ti 10.6 15.45
A5Ti, B5Ni

2154
1943 0.92 20.73

Zr 14.0 21.00
A5Zr, B5Ni

2237
2125 1.05 20.47

Cu 7.1 13.05
A5Cu,B5Y

270
1358 0.61 20.44

Y 19.9 11.40
A5Y, B5Cu

2117
1799 0.71 20.71
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layer $A% on a crystalline substratêA&. Assuming that a
high angle grain boundary occurs between the corresponding
crystalline layer^A& and the substratêA&, substitution of
Eqs.~6!, ~7a!, ~2c!, ~19!, and~20! in Eq. ~26! leads to

DA
max5

~g^A&1ggb
A !2~g$A%1g^A&2$A%!

~G$A%2G^A&!/VA

5
VA
1/3

C0

Tm
A

Tm
A2T

1
3HA

vap221
3RT

HA
fuse . ~29!

Recognizing that 213RT! 1
3HA

vap this becomes

DA
max'

2VA
1/3

C0

Tm
A

Tm
A2T

HA
vap

6HA
fuse5DA

max~ in vacuum!
HA
vap

6HA
fuse.

~30!

V. APPLICATION TO CRYSTALLINE-CRYSTALLINE
BINARY SYSTEMS

The model presented in Secs. II and III will be used to
investigate the possible occurrence of interface and/or grain
boundary SSA and crystalline solid solution~CSS! formation

in binary crystalline-crystalline systems for which corre-
sponding data have been reported in the literature. The en-
ergy contributions essential for a thermodynamic description
are calculated as a function of the composition of the amor-
phous~or crystalline solid-solution! phase using the param-
eters given in Table I, for a unit cell of lateral area of 10310
nm2 and with a height equal to the sum ofDA ~510 nm! and
DB ~510 nm! ~see Figs. 1 and 2!. The product layer~SSA or
CSS! is taken as 1 atom thick~defined as the interplanar
spacing of the closed packed planes!, representing the initial
stage of the transformation. For each system considered, the
temperature used in the calculations was taken as that of the
heat treatment as applied in the corresponding experiments
reported in the literature. The zero values ofDGf are defined
with respect to a mechanical mixture of^A& and ^B&.

The driving forces are defined as the negative of the dif-
ference between the energy of the unit cell after reaction and
the energy of the unit cell before reaction.„Thus, in a system
without grain boundaries the driving forces are2DGiSSA
@Eq. ~3a!# and 2DGiCSS @Eq. ~3b!# for interface SSA and
CSS, respectively. In a system with grain boundaries the
driving force for SSA is~Fig. 2!: 2DGi5Gi2Ge using Eqs.
~15!–~17! and Eq.~14!….

FIG. 4. Results of the thermodynamic model for solid-state amorphization~SSA! in the Ni-Zr system at 575 K. For details, see caption
of Fig. 3.
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Because the initial stage of SSA is studied, in the case of
both interface and grain boundary SSA~situation IV in Fig.
2! the composition of the amorphous phase at the grain
boundary is taken different from that at the interface: i.e., the
amorphous phase at the grain boundary inA has a composi-
tion of cA51, whereas theA content of the amorphous phase

at the interface ranges from 0 to 1. To illustrate the concen-
tration dependency of the driving force for grain boundary
amorphization, the driving force for only grain boundary
SSA is also given separately as a function of the composition
of the amorphous phase along the grain boundaries@situation
III in Fig. 2~a!#.

FIG. 5. Results of the thermodynamic model for solid-state amorphization~SSA! in the Cu-Y system at 300 K. For details, see caption
of Fig. 3.

TABLE II. Comparison between experimental observations and predictions of the model.

System Ref. Experimental observations Predictions

Ni-Ti 3, 4 at T5525 K atT5525 K
- interface SSA - interface SSA
- grain boundary SSA in Ti - grain boundary SSA in Ti
- no grain boundary SSA in Ni - no grain boundary SSA in Ni

Ni-Zr 5, 18, 19 atT5575 K atT5575 K
- interface SSA - interface SSA
- grain boundary SSA in Zr - grain boundary SSA in Zr
- no grain boundary SSA in Ni - no grain boundary SSA in Ni

Cu-Y 6 atT5300 K atT5300 K
- interface SSA - interface SSA
- grain boundary SSA in Y - grain boundary SSA in Y
- no grain boundary SSA in Cu - no grian boundary SSA in Cu
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A. Ni-Ti system

Results of the thermodynamic calculations for the forma-
tion of SSA and of CSS in a Ni-Ti system are depicted in

Figs. 3~a!–3~c!. The interface energies of the Ni-Ti system
are given in Fig. 3~a!, whereG denotes the interface energy
per unit cell as defined above. The Gibbs free energy of
formation of a SSA layer@Eq. ~4a!# and of a CSS layer@Eq.
~4c!# are given in Fig. 3~b!. The total driving forces for the
formation at the interface of an one atom thick layer of both
an amorphous phase@Eq. ~3a!# and a crystalline solid solu-
tion @Eq. ~3b!# are given in Fig. 3~c! as a function of the Ni
content of the product phase.

It follows from Fig. 3~c! that there is always a driving
force for amorphization except for an amorphous phase of
high Ni content. The formation of a CSS layer has only a
~relatively small! driving force within a range of Ni content
from about 0.3 to 0.8. Clearly, in this concentration range the
driving force for SSA at the interface is larger than that for
the formation of the corresponding CSS at the interface. Al-
though the Gibbs free energy of formation of the amorphous
phase@Eq. ~4a!, curved dashed line in Fig. 3~b!# is less nega-
tive than the Gibbs free energy of formation of a solid solu-
tion @Eq. ~4c!, full line in Fig. 3~b!#, the formation of an
amorphous phase is favored by the creation of amorphous-
crystalline interfaces with energies smaller than those of the
corresponding crystalline-crystalline interfaces@Fig. ~3a!#.
Hence, the model predicts interface solid state amorphization
in a Ni-Ti system.

The driving forces~52DGi! for the formation of an
amorphous phase along the interface and/or along the grain
boundaries in a sublayer~see the three cases II–IV consid-
ered in Sec. III and indicated in Fig. 2! are given in Fig. 3~d!
for SSA along grain boundaries in the Ni layer, and in Fig.
3~e! for SSA along grain boundaries in the Ti layer. Again,
only the initial stages of interface and/or of the grain bound-
ary amorphization have been considered, i.e., the calcula-
tions pertain to a product layer of one atom thickness. Thus,
also the composition of the amorphous phase at the grain
boundaries is taken different from that at the interface: the
~initial! amorphous phase at the Ni~Ti! grain boundary has a
Ni ~Ti! content ofcNi>1 ~cTi>1! whereas the Ni~Ti! content
of the amorphous phase at the interface is considered for
0<CNi @CTi<1, i.e., the abscissa value in Figs. 3~d! and
3~e!#.

There is no driving force for the initial situation of only
grain boundary SSA in the Ni layer: see curve III in Fig. 3~d!
@obtained using Eq.~16!# for a Ni rich amorphous phase at
the grain boundary. Hence, a nucleation barrier exists for
grain boundary SSA in the Ni layer. Consequently the driv-
ing force for only interface SSA@curve II in Fig. 3~d!# is
larger than that for simultaneous interface and grain bound-
ary SSA in the Ni layer@curve IV in Fig. 3~d!#. Therefore,
only interface SSA is predicted in the Ni layer.

On the other hand, there is a driving force for the initial
situation of only grain boundary SSA in the Ti layer@curve
III in Fig. 3~e!#. Hence, no nucleation barrier exists for gain
boundary SSA in the Ti layer. Consequently, the driving
force for only interface SSA@curve II in Fig. 3~e!# is smaller
than the driving force for simultaneous interface and grain
boundary SSA in the Ti layer@curve IV in Fig. 3~e!#.

In the calculations high angle grain boundaries have been
considered@cf. Eq. ~6!#. If it is assumed that the energy of
high angle grain boundaries is a maximum for grain bound-

FIG. 6. Results of the thermodynamic model for solid state
amorphization~SSA! in the Ni-aSi system at 675 K. For details, see
caption of Fig. 3.
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ary energies, then the values calculated for the driving force
for grain boundary amorphization along other grain bound-
aries are smaller.

Thus for the Ni-Ti system the model predicts interface
amorphization; grain boundary amorphization in the Ti layer
and absence of grain boundary amorphization in the Ni layer.
These predictions agree with the experimental data3,4 ~see
Table II!.

B. Ni-Zr system

The results of the calculations for the Ni-Zr system are
shown in Fig. 4. Qualitatively, the results obtained for Ni-Zr
are similar to those for Ni-Ti. Hence, there is a driving force
for interface SSA@Fig. 4~c!#, there is no driving force for
SSA along grain boundaries in the Ni layer@Fig. 4~d!#, but
there is a driving force for SSA along~high angle! grain
boundaries in the Zr layer@Fig. 4~e!#. These results agree
with the experimental data18,19 ~see Table II!.

C. Cu-Y system

Another binary crystalline-crystalline system for which
SSA has been observed, is Cu-Y.6 The results of the calcu-
lations for the Cu-Y system are shown in Fig. 5. The model
predicts a driving force for interface SSA in the Cu-Y system
~@Fig. 5~c!# and a driving force for grain boundary SSA in
the Y layer@Fig. 5~e!#, but there is no driving force for grain
boundary SSA in the Cu layer@Fig. 5~d!#. These predictions
agree with the experimental data6 ~see Table II!.

D. General discussion

In Table II a comparison is given of the predicted and
experimental results on SSA in binary crystalline-crystalline
systems. For all three systems to which the model has been
applied there is a complete agreement between the experi-
mental results and the predictions based on the model.
Hence, the occurrence of SSA instead of CSS can be ex-
plained on a thermodynamic basis. There is no need to as-
sume the existence of a kinetic barrier for the formation of
the corresponding crystalline solid solution: the amorphous
layer develops because it provides a larger gain in Gibbs free
energy. However, it should be realized that the model as
applied in this paper does not take into account the possibil-
ity of formation of a crystalline intermetallic compound.

VI. APPLICATION TO CRYSTALLINE-AMORPHOUS
BINARY SYSTEMS

As indicated in Sec. III@below Eq.~17!#, the model can in
principle be applied equally well to crystalline-amorphous
systems. A significant amount of experimental results about
SSA in crystalline-amorphous systems is available regarding
~transition! metal ~crystalline!-silicon ~amorphous! systems.
The energy contributions essential for a thermodynamic de-
scription of SSA in these systems are calculated as a function
of the composition of the amorphous~or crystalline solid
solution! phase using the parameters given in Table II, for a
unit cell of lateral area of 10310 nm2 and with a height
equal to the sum ofDA ~510 nm! andDB ~510 nm! ~see
Figs. 1 and 2!. The product layer~SSA or CSS! is taken as 1
atom thick~defined as the interplanar spacing of the closed
packed planes!, representing the initial stage of the transfor-
mation. For each system considered, the temperature used in
the calculations was taken as that of the heat treatment as
applied in the corresponding experiments reported in the lit-
erature. The zero values ofDGf are defined with respect to a
mechanical mixture of̂A& and$B%.

As for the crystalline-crystalline systems, in the case of
both interface and grain boundary SSA, the composition of
the amorphous phase at the grain boundary is taken different
from that at the interface.

A. Ni-aSi system

The results of the thermodynamic calculations for the pos-
sible SSA and CSS processes in a Ni-aSi system are de-
picted in Figs. 6~a!–6~c!. The driving force for the formation
of an one atom thick layer of an amorphous phase@modified
Eq. ~3a!, see Sec. III below Eq.~17!# and a solid solution
@modified Eq.~3b!# are given in Fig. 6~c! as a function of the
Ni content of the product phase.

It follows from Fig. 6~c! that there is always a driving
force for amorphization except for an amorphous phase of
high Ni content. The formation of a CSS layer has a~rela-
tively small! driving force within a range of Ni content from
about 0.05 to 0.90. Clearly, in this concentration range the
driving force for SSA at the interface is larger than that for
the corresponding CSS at the interface. Although the Gibbs
free energy of formation of the SSA layer@dashed line in
Fig. 6~b!# is less negative than that of the corresponding CSS
layer @full line in Fig. 6~b!#, the formation of an amorphous

TABLE III. Values of parameters used in the calculations.VA is the molar volume of pure crystalline~or
amorphous! solidA ~Ref. 14!; HA

fuse is the enthalpy of fusion~Ref. 14!; DHA in B
interfaceis the enthalpy change upon

solution of one moleA in an infinitive large reservoir ofB ~Ref. 14!; Tm
A is the melting temperature ofA

~Ref. 14! andbA is a factor reflecting entropy change as defined in Eq.~7b! ~Ref. 15!.

Parameter→
↓ elementA

VA

~1026 m3!
HA
fuse

~kJ/mol!
DHA in B

interface

~kJ/mol!
Tm
A

~K!
(gVA

2/3)T50

~1023 J/mol!
bA

~1027 J/K!

Ni 6.6 17.48
A5Ni, B5Si: 2126
A5Si, B5Ni: 2145

1726 0.75 20.47

Ti 10.6 15.45
A5Ti, B5Si: 2252
A5Si, B5Ti: 2236

1943 0.92 20.73

Pt 9.1 22.18
A5Pr.B5Si: 2206
A5Si, B5Pt: 2184

2042 0.98 20.49

Si 12.1 50.50 - 1685 0.48 20.96
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phase is favored by the creation of an amorphous-amorphous
interface @Fig. 6~a!#. Hence, the model predicts interfacial
solid-state amorphization in the Ni-aSi system.

The driving forces for the formation of an amorphous
phase along the interface and/or along the grain boundaries

in the crystalline parent phase~here Ni; see the three cases
II–IV considered in Sec. III and depicted in Fig. 2! are given
in Fig. 6~d!. Again, only the initial stages of interface amor-
phization and/or grain-boundary amorphization have been
considered, i.e., the calculations pertain to a product layer of
one atom thickness. Thus, also the composition of the amor-
phous phase at the grain boundaries is taken differently from
that at the interface: the~initial! amorphous phase at the Ni
grain boundary has a Ni content of aboutcNi>1, whereas the
Ni content of the amorphous phase at the interface is consid-
ered for 0<cNi<1.

The driving force for only grain boundary SSA in the Ni
layer is marginally negative atCNi51 @i.e., DGi.0; see
curve III at cNi51, in Fig. 6~d!#. Consequently, the driving
force for only interface SSA@see curve II in Fig. 6~d!# is
slightly larger than that for simultaneous interface and grain
boundary SSA~with cNi>1! in the Ni layer@see curve IV in
Fig. 6~d!#. Therefore, only interface SSA is predicted for the
Ni-aSi system. This result agrees well with the experimental
data20 ~see Table III!.

B. Ti-aSi system

The results of the calculations for the Ti-aSi system are
depicted in Figs. 7~a!–7~d!. Qualitatively, the results ob-
tained for Ti-aSi are similar to those for Ni-aSi ~cf. Figs. 6
and 7!. Hence, the model predicts the occurrence of interface
SSA in the Ti-aSi system.

However, in contrast with the Ni-aSi system, the driving
force for grain boundary SSA in the crystalline Ti layer is
positive @i.e., DGi,0; curve III at cTi51, in Fig. 7~d!#:
hence, no nucleation barrier exists for grain boundary SSA in
the Ti layer. Consequently the driving force for only inter-
face SSA@see curve II in Fig. 7~d!# is smaller than that for
simultaneous interface and grain boundary SSA~with cTi>1!
in the Ti layer@see curve IV in Fig. 7~d!#. Thus, both inter-
face SSA and grain boundary SSA are predicted to occur in
the Ti-aSi system. In the literature only interface SSA has
been reported.7

C. Pt-aSi system

The results of the calculations for the Pt-aSi system at
T5300 K are depicted in Figs. 8~a!–8~d!. As follows from
Fig. 8~c! there is always a driving force for amorphization,
except for an amorphous phase of high Pt content. The same
holds for the formation of a crystalline solid solution. The
driving force for the formation of a CSS layer is larger than
that of a SSA layer for a Si rich product layer~cPt<0.3!. In
the concentration range 0.3<CPt<0.9, the driving force for
formation of a SSA layer exceeds that of the corresponding
CSS layer. As the initially formed product phase will be
probably one with a low Pt content@implying that the reac-
tion proceeds by diffusion of Pt into thea-Si layers,DGi,0,
see Fig. 8~c!#, rather than one with a high Pt content, the
model suggests the formation of a CSS layer.

The driving forces for the formation at 300 K of an amor-
phous phase along the interface and/or grain boundaries in
the crystalline sublayer~see the three cases II–IV considered
in Sec. III and depicted in Fig. 2! are given in Fig. 8~d!. The
driving force for only grain boundary amorphization in the Pt
layer is~marginally! negative for a Pt rich amorphous phase

FIG. 7. Results of the thermodynamic model for solid-state
amorphization~SSA! in the Ti-aSi system at 675 K. For details, see
caption of Fig. 3.
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@DGi.0; curve III atcPt51, in Fig. 8~d!#. Consequently the
driving force for only interface SSA@see curve II in Fig.
8~d!# is slightly larger than that for simultaneous interface
and grain boundary SSA~with cPt>1! in the Pt layer@see
curve IV in Fig. 8~d!#. However, as already stated above it is
likely that a CSS layer is formed rather than a SSA layer.
Therefore at 300 K, only interface CSS is predicted to occur
in the Pt-aSi system.

The results of the calculations for the Pt-aSi system at
700 K are depicted in Figs. 8~e! and 8~f!. In contrast with the
system at 300 K, now the driving force for the formation of
an amorphous phase exceeds that of a crystalline solid solu-
tion up tocPt'0.9 @Fig. 8~e!#. Hence, at 700 K interface SSA
will occur in the Pt-aSi system.

The driving forces for the formation at 700 K of an amor-
phous phase along the interface and/or grain boundaries in
the crystalline Pt layer are given in Fig. 8~f!. In contrast with
the results at 300 K, at 700 K no nucleation barrier exists for
grain boundary SSA in the Pt layer@DGi,0, curve III at
cPt51, in Fig. 8~f!#. Consequently the driving force for only
interface SSA@see curve II in Fig. 8~f!# is slightly smaller
than that for simultaneous interface and grain boundary SSA
~with cPt>1! in the Pt layer@see curve IV in Fig. 8~f!#.
Therefore at 700 K, both interface SSA and grain boundary
SSA are predicted to occur in the Pt-aSi system.

The experimental data for the Pt-aSi system21 show no
trace of SSA below 475 K, whereas above 475 K, SSA is
observed at the interface. The model predicts SSA to occur
above'600 K. Grain boundary SSA in the Pt-aSi system
has not been reported until now in the literature.

FIG. 8. Results of the thermodynamic model for solid-state amorphization~SSA! in the Pt-aSi system at 300 K. For details, see caption
of Fig. 3. ~e! and ~f! are similar to~c! and ~d! but hold forT5700 K.
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D. General discussion

In Table IV a comparison is given of predicted and ex-
perimental results on SSA in binary crystalline-amorphous
systems. For the three systems considered the predictions
concerning interface SSA agree well with the experimental
results. Although grain boundary SSA is predicted to occur
in the Ti-aSi and Pt-aSi systems, such observations have not
been reported until now. This may be because in the studies
concerned no search for this effect was conducted. Another
possibility is that in the systems investigated no high angle
grain boundaries occurred in the metal sublayers, and, as
remarked in Sec. VI A, the driving force for grain boundary
SSA is smaller for low angle grain boundaries; this effect
may be important here because the calculated driving forces
for grain boundary SSA are small as compared to those cal-
culated in Sec. V for those cases where grain boundary SSA
was indeed observed to occur.

VII. ESTIMATION OF THE MAXIMUM THICKNESS
OF AN AMORPHOUS LAYER

A rough estimate for the maximum thickness of an amor-
phous layer formed by~interface! SSA can be made by using
Eq. ~26!. Here, only the competition between the formation
of a crystalline solid-solution phase and an amorphous phase
is considered. The possible formation of a crystalline inter-
metallic compound, with a Gibbs free energy lower than that
of the crystalline solid solution, is not taken into account.

Also for this reason the calculated thickness can be consid-
ered an upper estimate of the maximum thickness of the
amorphous product phase.

Results of the calculated maximum thickness of the amor-
phous phase,DAB

max, are shown as a function of the composi-
tion of the amorphous phase in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!. It follows
that for the systems and temperatures considered in Secs. V
and VI the value ofDAB

max ranges between 1 and more than
100 nm. According to the experiments reported in the litera-
ture, the amorphous product layer indeed attains in general a
maximum thickness, before a crystalline phase forms.2 The
values calculated here agree well with the observed ones for
the systems considered: see Table V. Thus, it is concluded
that the apparent maximum thickness of the amorphous
product layer can be explained on a thermodynamic basis.

In order to establish the temperature dependence of the
thickness of the amorphous layer,DAB

max has been calculated
at a concentrationcA such that the total Gibbs free energy of
the amorphous layer is approximately at minimum: see Figs.
10~a! and 10~b!. Comparing Fig. 10~a! ~crystalline-
crystalline systems! and Fig. 10~b! ~amorphous-crystalline
systems! it follows that the crystalline-crystalline systems
exhibit higher values ofDAB

max. This is caused by the energy
of an original amorphous-crystalline interface being lower
than that of an original crystalline-crystalline interface~see
Sec. IV!. Further, the larger the Gibbs free energy of mixing
of the system, the largerDAB

max @see Figs. 10~a! and 10~b! and
compare with Figs. 3~b!, 4~b!, 5~b!, 6~b!, 7~b!, and 8~b!#.

FIG. 9. The maximum thick-
ness of the amorphous layer at the
interface as a function of the mo-
lar fraction ofA, cA , in the amor-
phous product phase for~a! the
A-B crystalline-crystalline sys-
tems Ni-Ti, Ni-Zr, and Cu-Y, and
~b! theA-B crystalline-amorphous
systems: Ni-aSi, Ti-aSi, and Pt-
aSi.

TABLE IV. Comparison between experimental observations and predictions of the model.

System Ref. Experimental observations Predictions

Ni-aSi 20 atT5675 K atT5675 K
- interface SSA - interface SSA
- no grain boundary SSA in Ni - no grian boundary SSA in Ni

Ti-aSi 7 atT5675 K atT5675 K
- interface SSA - interface SSA
- no grain boundary SSA in Ti - grain boundary SSA in Ti

Pt-aSi 21 atT5300 K atT5300 K
- no interface SSA - no interface SSA, but
- no data on grain boundary formation of CSS.
SSA available - no grain boundary SSA
aboveT5475 K aboveT5600 K
- interface SSA - interface SSA
- no data on grain boundary - grain boundary SSA
SSA available
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The thermodynamics of solid-state amorphization~SSA!
at interfaces of binary systems can be well described by a
model which takes into account energies of the original and
developed interfaces. With an extension of this model for
SSA to parent phases containing grain boundaries, also the
thermodynamics of the formation of an amorphous phase at
the grain boundaries can be described. Thermodynamic pa-
rameters used in the model can be well assessed using the
approach due to Miedema.

The model predictions for the occurrence of interface
SSA and of simultaneously occurring grain boundary SSA
agree well with the available experimental results reported
for binary crystalline-crystalline and crystalline-amorphous
systems. For some crystalline-amorphous systems the pre-
dicted occurrence of grain boundary SSA cannot be con-
firmed or denied, because in the published experimental
work grain boundary SSA was not reported.

It follows that in general an amorphous-crystalline inter-
face has a lower energy than a crystalline-crystalline inter-
face. It has not been realized until now that in particular this
fact is decisive in favoring the formation of an amorphous
instead of a crystalline solid solution. Thus, there is no need
to invoke kinetic conditions to explain the occurrence of an
amorphous phase. On this basis, also the experimentally ob-
served maximum thickness of an amorphous product layer
can be explained thermodynamically. The predicted values
for this maximum layer thickness agree very well with the

experimental results. As a side result of this work, the maxi-
mum thickness of the amorphous layer on the surface of a
crystalline solid can be calculated.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix it will be shown that

VA
e G^A&

VA
1VB

e G^B&

VB
1VAB

e G$AB%

VAB

5VA
0 G^A&

VA
1VB

0 G^B&

VB
1VAB

e
G$AB%

f

VAB
, ~A1!

whereG^A& , G^B& andG$AB% are the Gibbs free energies of
^A&, ^B& and $AB%, respectively;VA , VB , andVAB are the
molar volumes of̂ A&, ^B& and$AB%, respectively;VA

0 and
VB

0 are the volumes of the phases before amorphization has
occurred.VA

e , VB
e andVAB

e are the volumes of the phases
after amorphization has occurred.G $AB%

f is defined as@see
above~2b!#

G$AB%
f ~cA![G$AB%~cA!2cAG^A&2~12cA!G^B& , ~A2!

wherecA denotes the mole fractionA in $AB%.
Assuming that both interface and grain-boundary amor-

phization occurs~situation IV as sketched in Fig. 2! and that
the molar volumes ofA andB do not change upon alloying
@VAB5cAVA1(12cA)VB , with VA andVB as constants#, the
following reasoning can be made: define the volume of allA
atoms in the amorphous phase at the interface asVA

i , the
volume of allB atoms in the amorphous phase at the inter-
face asVB

i ; the volume of allA atoms in the amorphous
phase at the grain boundary asVA

gb and the volume of allB
atoms in the amorphous phase at the grain boundary asVB

gb.
Thus,

TABLE V. Experimental observed and calculated maximum
thickness of the amorphous layer.

System Ref.

DAB
max ~nm!

Experimental observations Predictions

Ni-Ti ~525 K! 3 8 ~cNi50.5! 10 ~cNi50.5!
Ni-Zr ~575 K! 22 '100, formation ofc-NiZr `

Cu-Y ~300 K! 6 no experimental data 4~cCu50.62!
Ni-aSi ~675 K! 23 '1 1 ~cNi50.55!
Ti-aSi ~675 K! 7 3.2 ~cTi'0.45! 4 ~cTi50.45!
Pt-aSi ~700 K! 21 no experimental data 2

FIG. 10. The maximum thickness of the amorphous layer at the interface as a function of reaction temperature for~a! the A-B
crystalline-crystalline systems Ni-Ti, Ni-Zr, and Cu-Y, and~b! theA-B crystalline-amorphous systems Ni-aSi, Ti-aSi, and Pt-aSi. For these
calculations the molar fraction ofA in the amorphous product phase has been fixed at the value corresponding with about the lowest Gibbs
free energy of the amorphous phase.
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VA
05VA

e1VA
i 1VA

gb ; VB
05VB

e1VB
i 1VB

gb ;

VAB
e 5VAB

i 1VAB
gb ;

VAB
i 5VA

i 1VB
i ; VAB

gb5VA
gb1VB

gb ~A3!

and

G$AB%5
VAB
i

VAB
e G$AB%

i 1
VAB
gb

VAB
e G$AB%

gb , ~A4!

whereG $AB%
i andG $AB%

gb are the Gibbs free energies of the
amorphous phases at the interface and at the grain boundary,
respectively. Definingc A

i andc A
gb as the molar fractions ofA

in the amorphous phase at the interface and at the grain
boundaries respectively, it follows

cA
i 5

VA
i /VA

VA
i /VA1VB

i /VB
; cA

gb5
VA
gb/VA

VA
gb/VA1VB

gb/VB
. ~A5!

Substituting Eqs.~A2!, ~A3!, ~A4! and~A5! in the left-hand
side of Eq.~A1! leads after some algebra to the expression at
the right-hand side of Eq.~A1!.

Note that in the above reasoning no values are given to
VA

i andVB
i or VA

gb andVB
gb. Therefore by taking the volume

of the amorphous phase either along the grain boundary or
along the interface as nil, the above reasoning can be applied
as well to the cases of only interface amorphization and only
grain boundary amorphization, separately.
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